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ABSTRACT

A closed form expression for the energy of a snar.y-fermion system,

given previously by Grypeos, i s general ized for the case of cen t ra l s t a t e

dependent p o t e n t i a l s by providing the corresponding formulas for the s t a t e

dependent r a d i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n functions G i ' r i 2 ^ T n e n e w expression t o -

gether with tvo subs id iary condit ions are then used for the der iva t ion

through functional va r i a t i on of the Euler equation for the EDJ co r re l a t ion

function f ( r ) . The approximate so lu t ion of the derived equation for l a rge

dis tances leads to a poss ib le i n t e g r a l cons t ra in t and t o an asymptotic

expression for f ( r ) , which are mostly the same as those obtained in a

previous s tudy, in which an energy expression t runca ted in the three-body

terms was used. The main difference i s t ha t no f luc tua t ions appear

asymptot ical ly in f ( r ) . A discussion of the r e s u l t s obtained i s a lso given.

* To be submitted for pub l i ca t ion .

** On leave of absence from Physics Div i s ion , Hucle&r Research Centre "Democritos",

Aghia Paraskevi A t t i k i s , Greece.
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I. IHTRODUCTIOH

In the Jastrow theory of nuclear matter and other mai?y-fermion systems

the determination of the correlation function and of the energy per particle

until recently has been carried out by applying the variational principle

almost exclusively to the first few terms of a cluster expansion of the

energy and using either trial correlation functions vith parameters or the

method of functional variation for the derivation of a corresponding Euler

equation. Although the use of an approximate expression for the energy mates

calculations manageable, it may lead to inaccurate results unless rapid
l) 2)convergence of the cluster expansion is guaranteed ' . Therefore, several

subsidiary conditions have been used in the variation to restrict the

correlation function and somehow reduce the magnitude of the neglected higher

terms . Attempts have also been made during the last years to derive

expressions in closed form for the energy,which include in a way some of

the higher terms, ' hoping to approximate the energy better and if possible

avoid subsidiary conditions in the variation. Such expressions resulting

from partial summation of the factorized Imamotc—Yamada (FIY) and power-

series (PS) cluster expansions have been given and used recently by other
h)-10)

authors .

In this paper we shall give a different expression for the energy in

closed form by performing suitable approximations to the distribution functions

in its initial expression. We shall use this subsequently for the derivation

of an Euler equation and we shall discuss its asymptotic behaviour. Our aim

is to investigate how results are altered if part of the higher terms are

approximately included and whether subsidiary conditions can be avoided.

Similar expressions for other many-body systems have been given in Refs.ll to

13. The new energy expression for a many-fermion system is a generalization

of the expression given in Ref.llt, arising from the consideration of state

dependent potentials. In the following we shall assume that the fermions inter-

act via central state dependent hard core potentials of the form:

where D is the projection operator to the i spin-isospin state. For

these potentials and for the Jastrow wave function T-. n f(v*B (*H
i < i

is the vave function of a non-interacting fermion system) the expression of

the energy in the Aviles formal!sm becomes:

-2-
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(2)

The distribution functions G( r
1 2) (state independent), G (r1£) (state

dependent) and F"(?12)
 a r e defined as follows:

(3)

to- (5)

The new energy expression is obtained if, together with the closed form

expressions of G(r12) and lC?12> given in Hef.lU, use is made of the

corresponding ones for ^ ( r ^ ) which are given in See.II. In Sec.Ill

the variational principle is properly applied to the new energy functional,

and the Euler equation for the correlation function f(r) is derived. This

is subsequently solved approximately for large distances in Sec.IV. The

results obtained, namely the normalization condition ^ a n^ *^e asymptotic

expression of f(r), together with other interesting points, are finally

discussed in Sec.V.
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II. CLC6ED FORM ESPHSSSIO1TS FOfl G. ( r )

Let us first give the closed form expressions for G(r,_) and ?(r.,_)
Ik) " 1^

which ve shall use

(6)

(T)

These hold i f the following condition is satisfied:

(3)

The quantities and D(r JCD1 (*Vj)) are defined ae follows:

(9 )

(10)

where £{x) - — ; ̂ (x) is the spherical Bessel function of the first
kind and s the degeneracy of each orbital state. Expressions (6) and
(7) have been derived from the initial expressions of G(r „) and ?(? ) ((3)

and (5) respectively) by means of two approximations 1 1 '~1*' l First, the
square of the modulus of the Slater determinant has been substituted by a
constant multiplied by the product of the functions D(r, )over all pairs of
the H particles,

This approximation was obtained by suitably using the generalized Kirkwood
superposition approximation, which approximates the k order distribution
function Sk(r1,..-,'ii) ,

(12)

by the product of the radial distribution functions ' s t r ^ J ( s ( r . , ) " i (r ,)
G(r. .)) over a l l pairs of the k particles,

(13)

Second, all functions f and D vhicb do not depend upon the co-ordinates
of the particles 1 and for) 2 have been substituted by their esymptotic value

1. • This means that correlations between the particles 1 and (or) 2

the rest hav« been considered, but those among tae remitting 8-2 particles have
been neglected.

In the following we derive the corresponding expressions for ^AT-,^I •
This is achieved by introducing first a. "generalized Kirkwood superposition
approximation" for the i. order state dependent distribution function

la the above g / j \ k is approximated by the product of the radial distribution
functions g(r ) over all pairs of the k particles except the pair (12)
with the state-dependent radial distribution function g,(r.o) (g.(r -) •

K

(7.
( (15)

This approximation has first been considered for k « 3. In this case i t
seems equally reasonable to the usual Kirkwood approximation . In addition,
i f . applied to a non-interacting fenalon system It yields an expression
whose common terms with the exact expression of g,, i-jOr",,?!,?,) are propor-
tional to the common terns of the1 usual Kirkvood approximation and the exact
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expression of g,(r ,r ,r ). Next, it has been generalized for larger k, as the

usual Kirkvood approximation had. We realize that summation of (15) over i yields

the generalised Kirfcwood superposition approximation. As for the accuracy of

the nev approximation, it should he expected that in a given system it is

similar to that of the generalized KirSswood superposition approximation.

I f now approximation (15) i s applied for k = H, g j . ». i s taken

from {Ik) with T equal to the Jastrow wave function, and g(r ) and g

are approximated by the f i r s t term of t h e i r c luster expansion, we obtain the

following re la t ion which simplifies the integrand of G.(r „)

r )

% Oi % = §«*)
Di(r;l£) is given by

(16)

(17)

are the direct and exchange stat ist ical factors defined by

0)
(18)

(19)

where X is the one-particle wave function in the spin-ieospin space. The

values of i : and Â  for systems with s = £ and U are given in Table I .

In the derivation of the closed form expressions of G,(r, _) , besides

(16), we also use the two approximations mentioned previously for the extraction

of (6) and (7). Then by introducing the p ' 's (relation (10)), considering

the identity

\

(20)

*) The constants in (11) and (l6) are the same and equal to

-6-
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and going to the limit ]>•>•», n •*• »

following expression for G.{r ):

tp = const), we finally ohtain th£

(21)

provided that the condition

C22)

is satisfied (note that (22) coincides vita (8)).

If the derived expression (21) is summed over i , it yields, as

expected, the corresponding expression (6) for G(i%,,). Its connection with

the terms of cluster expansions ̂ ecamsB evident if the exponential term is

Taylor expanded. It is then realized that Ijesides. the first term of the

cluster expansions G^Cr.g) incorporate part of the higher terms together with

some extra terms. For example, they have the following common terms with the

second-order terms of th€ Aviles.-Hartogt-Tolhoek. cluster expansion of G^(r _)
18}

Finally i t can he shown that our approximate expressions incorporate par t of

the terms of the recently proposed HHC approximation of G.(r ) .

I l l . THE BUtER EQUATION

In t h i s section we shal l derive the Euler • equation for the determination

of the correlat ion function by applying the method of functional va r i a t ion ,

already used in the case of nany-fermion systems, t o the approximate

energy functional

- 7 -
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E_

Jj

(S3)

This is obtained from (2} if the distribution functions G(r, ) , and

?(r12) are substituted by the previously given closed form expressions (6),

(21) end (7). In the derivation we shall follov quite closely Ref.20, where

the Euler equation has been discussed for the case when the exact expressions of

G(r12) ar.d *(r1£) as well as the first two terms of their AHT-cluster

expansion are used. In particular, since even our closed form expressions

incorporate higher terms only approximately, we shall also use in the variation

the following two constraints mentioned there: l) the generalized normalization
22)

condition

^i GCno - < ^

with G(r1£) given by (6), which coincides vlth the necessary condition (8); and

2) the generalized healing condition

f (25)

with G(r „) given by (6), which 1B a generalization of a constraint used
l) 2) 23)

quite extensively in the past ' * . The usefulness of the above

constraints in the variation of the energy functional (23) will be in-

vestigated later.

The Euler equation we get if the above constraints are introduced

in the variation of (23) with Lagrangian multipliers *{ and A' ,

respectively, and the transformation f(r) = 1 - — u(r) 1B applied, is:

-8 -

rl dt dr J or L # . 4? <•

pCr>f Dfr) <>*£> + £ £<%*) ) f i d ( O h *%& - £• E ( f r V h * **£>

r r
idt£(Dftf%Q-i

where

with

(28)

(29)

and

-. -4

(30)

(3D



(32)

with

V j
(33)

The functional derivative*
i

are given, respectively, by

SG(r

Sf(r)

(3!))

' " * 0 : ' . (35)

It should be understood that if the above expressions are used in Eq,. (26),

f must be expressed in terms of u .

(36)

-10-

The solution u(r) of Eq,.(.26) must satisfy the boundary conditions

u(c) = 1 and u(») - 0 . The derived Euler equation is integro-differential
of Hef.20

and coincides vith that obtained from Eq^.(15)/if state dependent potentials are

introduced aid the distribution functions as well as their functional

derivations are substituted by their closed form expressions. I t is simpler

than the equation obtained vben the three-body terms are included,and a

numerical solution, although involved,seems feasible, ttere ve shall obtain

an approximate solution for large distances. The behaviour of the solution

as r •+ •» besides being interesting in Itself is quite useful,as we shall

point out later.

IV. APPROXIMATE ASYMPTOTIC SOIOTIOH AT LARGE DISTAKC?£

The asymptotic behaviour at large distances of the vario\ifi quantities

involved in Eq.(26) is derived here by keeping in their expressions terms

independent of u(r) and terms dependent on u(r) through simple integrals.

These latter we assume are calculated with a given u(r) , which tends to zero

sufficiently rapidly for r * •» , as i t happens for example in the first step

of the solution of an integro-differential equation by iteration. Terms in-
_ _ integrals

volving hdn-Bepirablefef

have been omitted, but i t has been shown that if they are calculated with an

u(r) which tends to zero sufficiently rapidly for r •+ <», they do not tend

to zero as r + "> less rapidly than the terms retained. The asymptotic

expression for B^r) obtained in this way, If use'1B also made of the

g q
s f
u(rj (for example

asymptotic behaviour of the integral p d? 2

1 £

(37)

i s

g,fr; « ^ (38)

where
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(39)

The other quantities ^ ^ , ~iT* (?), B2(r) and B (r) do not contribute

In the approximation chosen. If next ire substitute (38J into (26) and keep
the dominant terms at large distances, we get the following equation
asymptotically:

ctCr
c/r3 Jr

vhere

In order that the function u tends to lero at large distances, it is

necessary that at least one of the following conditions holds:

b) 1 - 0 •

Condition h ) , by means of (39) is written

(1*3)

1 20) 22)
It is therefore thC-mormsliaation condition x known from other works, .

If now at least one of _ (U2) is satisfied, the asyjsptotic
solution can easily "be found by*means of the transformation
u(r) •= eip(t | j - ^(k^r)) v(r) , which reduces Eq.(ltO) to

L (hh)

Its solution is determined by searching for a particular solution of the form

-12-

= A
(1*5)

The approximate asymptotic expression for f(r) we thus get, if the transformations

from v{r) to u(r) and from u(r) to t{r) ore considered, is

where C is an arbitrary constant and

! P

It is clear that at large distances the particular solution dominates and the
exp(-62r)

term — can be omitted. The specific form of this particular

solution is largely due to. the term p

is calculable analytically.

f H2(kj, df1£- , wbicb

V. DIBCUSSIOH ATO COKCHISIOU .

In thiB section we further discuss the results already obtained in

the previous sections.

The closed form expressions of Gj( r
1 2'

 n a v e o e e n derived in Sec.II

by means of the new approximation (15) as well as of the other two previously

used in the derivation of the corresponding closed form expressions of G(r „)

and F(rt?). All these approximations have not been checked in other cases

(as far as we know only the accuracy of the usual Kirtwood superposition

BtproxiKBtlon has been investigated in some eases).- So, regarding the

accuracy of the expressions obtained,conclusions could new be drawn only by

comparing them with the usual cluster expansions. We can say that if the

difference between the second term of their Taylor expansion and the second

term of any cluster expansion is added to them, they may better approximate
cluster

G (r ) from the sum of the first two terms of thej(expansion under consideration.

Also it is obvious that they will lie more accurate in the case of a dilute system,

-13-



since then the higher terms,which are treated approximately in (21), are

expected to be snail. But for definite conclusions the accuracy nust be

tested numerically in each particular case.

The energy functional (23) we obtained with the help of the approximate

expressions of the distribution functions*.^), (21) and (7), has been used here

for the derivation of the corresponding Euler equation. But it can also fce

uflVd in simple variational calculations with correlation functions containing

parameters. Since (23) approximately includes cluster terms higher than the

second, it is expected to give values Tor the energy somewhat different from

its first two terms.

As for the Euler equation (g6) obtained, it can be realized that it Jias

some common terms with that found when the energy is approximated by its

first three terms In the various cluster expansions ~ . But. its solution

seems less laborious and therefore worthwhile to pursue further for obtaining

an f(r) directly from an approximate Euler equation.

•The approximate solution of the Euler equation (26) for r •* "> led to the

normalization condition — CEq,. (^3)), a specific constraint on the correlation

function f(r) encountered also elsewhere . Since the exact G(r)

must satisfythe known normalization condition p I (l-i {r) G(r))d?» 1 , we

may expect that the remaining — (in our case) is contributed by the terms of G(r)
are higher ^ • 25)

which/than the first. Similarly to the normalization condition in first order
26)

atid to the orthogosality condition , condition (h3) can be used as a

subsidiary condition in variations! calculations with trial correlation -

functions involving parameters (for an example see Ref.20).

Besides the constraint (1*3), the approximate asymptotic solution of

the Euler equation led to an expression for f(r) at large distances (Eq.C^e"))
20 ) 21)

which has two characteristics, also found elsewhere * . First, it is of

"finite range" but does not approach unity too rapidly (as r ). Second,

It shows explicit density dependence. If, therefore, we use this expression

in the construction of effective interactions by the formula

C. faf(r)
dr

f2(r)

they will show explicit density dependence, a characteristic currently desirable

for any successful effective interaction. Expression (!i6) differs from

the asymptotic expressions found in Refs.20 and 21 in that it does not fluctuate

for large r. From all the above, we conclude that the asymptotic expressions

for ftrl/iso far depend on the approximations-used for the energy functional

as well as on the constraint imposed during the functional variation and

therefore a better approximation is required to drop the constraint and

hopefully obtain the asymptotic expression of the exact f(r) (see in this

context'Refs.6 and 10).The expression derived for 'f (r), as has been

done for +-ĥ  corresponding one of Kef,20, can be used in the construction of

trial correlation functions containing parameters. These trial functions are

expected to be lees arbitrary than others, since they incorporate the above-

mentioned features of the correlation function. However, we do not expect

that their use will appreciably influence the value of the energy found so

far from the constrained minimization of the two-body energy with other

correlation functions.

Concluding, one can add that besides solving numerically the Euler

equation (26), it seems worthwhile to carry out variational calculations with

the proposed closed form energy expression (23) by using trial correlation

functions with parameters. The latter may appear in a subsequent paper.
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Tahle I

S ta t i s t ica l factors for s equal to 2 and It

s

2

It

1

2

1

2

3

it

i

(singlet

(triplet

(singlet

(singlet

(triplet

(triplet

even)

odd)

odd)

even)

odd)

even)

1

1

3

1

3

9
3

! •

- 1 •

3

1

-3

9
-3
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